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(String Method). Introducing the Positions, a series widely used in classroom and
private studio, represents a critical "next step" for string students. Position playing
allows players to extend range beyond the basics and move into the ranks of
intermediate and advanced ensemble groups. The most important positions vary
for each instrument, and Whistler wisely introduces the most-used positions first
in Volume 1, followed by the next most important in Volume 2. An irreplaceable
component for every string student's training!
This book presents 77 short viola shifting studies ranging from intermediate to
advanced levels. Covering all the positions up to ninth, the exercises use both
traditional and nontraditional shifting sequences. This book is intended for use
with an instructor.
Written to follow Learning the Cello, Book One, this book combines catchy,
enjoyable songs with easy exercises to help the beginning cello student play as
much as possible. With exercises for agility and finger patterns, this book helps
train students in essential technique, while at the same time introducing students
to cello fiddle tunes, classical pieces, and folk melodies. The aim of Playing the
Cello, Book One is to help the student with reading and playing skills, developing
fluency that can help them in playing orchestra or solo music. With its emphasis
on playable, fun tunes, this is a great supplement to other methods or studies!
This book can be studied in private lessons, in cello classes, or in mixed string
classes, along with Playing the Violin, Book One, Playing the Viola, Book One,
and Playing the Bass, Book One. A Score and Piano Accompaniment is also
available (CHP302). This book could be studied along with Learning the Cello,
Book Two, and could be followed by Getting in Shape for Cello.
This book presents a systematic study of treble clef for the intermediate violist.
The exercises teach one or two notes at a time, while corresponding pieces
utilize the notes that were just learned. Much of the book focuses on the
transition from alto to treble clef as well as the relationship between the two clefs.
The Second and Fourth Position String Builder is to be used after the Third and
Fifth Position String Builder. However, it is also to be used as a continuation of
Book III of any of the standard string class methods. Published for violin, viola,
cello, bass, piano accompaniment, and teacher's manual.
(String Method). A Complete Course of Study for Double Note and Chord
Development Suitable for any student who has finished a first-year violin method
book.
Learn cello third position with the exercises and position pieces in this method
book.
This book teaches the fourth position on the cello through original technique and
carefully chosen study material. Shifting, playing across strings, harmonics, and
extended fourth position are covered extensively. Fourth Position for the Cello is
the ideal book with which to begin shifting.
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A wonderful new edition of our Cello Method book which teaches the beginning
cello student everything they need to know. The book starts with Seating and
Bow Hold, then covers all the details of the Language of Music, reading,
writingand playing. Cello Method follows with Extensive Bowing Exercises and
Stretch Position with Thorough Instruction and Material all the way through
Shifting to 4th Position. Enchanting New Songs and Old Classics follow and are
mixed with Detailed Explanations and Many Bowing Exercises to Create a
Beautiful Soundwith the Bow. Cello Method has three different levels of bow
instruction with bowing variations, exclusive to this method book only. Includes
access to onlineaudio
(String Solo). For unaccompanied violin.
New large print edition! (Regular edition is also available on Amazon.) Probably
the only scale book you will ever need! Contains all 24 major and melodic minor
scales AND arpeggios. Each scale and arpeggio has complete fingerings for one,
two, and three octaves. It is very hard to find books that have one, two, and three
octaves scales shown separately! Also includes some suggested bowing
patterns, which are shown at the bottom of the page. Many books are in circle of
fifths order, which is less practical. When students are working on F major, an
easy scale, you must hunt for it way in the back. This book is organized in the
order that most students will learn scales. The order (major scales) is C, G, F, D,
Bb, etc. Each page has all of the scales and arpeggios for that key. This can start
conversations about future playing: here's where you will be someday! By having
the arpeggios on the same page as the scales, you can easily see the structure
of chords as they relate to scales. It is helpful to show 1, 2, and 3 octave scales
separately, but hard to find. Students can get confused if they are learning a one
octave scale while seeing a two octave scale on the page. It is often hard for
them to stop in the middle and pick it back up near the end.This book is meant to
be easy to read and follow. The scales are not obscured with bowings or theory
notations. The goal is simplicity, clarity, and completeness.
With each technique carefully explained and illustrated, this book serves as an
accessible resource for all cello players, from talented teenagers to college
students, to conservatory professionals. It guides advanced students through
technical maintenance and performance preparation, helping them beyond what
is often covered in lessons.
This book teaches the second position on the viola through exercises and
relevant short pieces, each designed to teach a specific concept. This book is a
step-by-step method for introducing a student to second position in the least
daunting way. With a systematic approach through the various finger spacing
patterns, Second Position for the Viola is a valuable addition to the viola teaching
repertoire. This book can be followed by C Major Shifting for the Viola.
This book teaches the second position on the violin through exercises and
relevant short pieces, each designed to teach a specific concept. This book is a
step-by-step method for introducing a student to second position in the least
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daunting way. With a systematic approach through the various finger spacing
patterns, Second Position for the Violin is a valuable addition to the violin
teaching repertoire. This book can be followed by G Major Shifting for the Violin.
The Third and Fifth Position String Builder is to be used after Book 3 of the Belwin
String Builder. However, it may also be used as a continuation of any the standard
string class methods. In this book, the violin, viola, cello, and bass play together. The
book for each instrument, however, is a complete unit and may be used separately for
class or individual instruction. In this book, the pupil is carefully taken step by step
through the third and fifth positions. The pupil is taught to find each finger, after which
simple shifts are introuduced with the same finger, followed by shifts to these positions
with different fingers. Each type of shift is presented and developed with interesting
melodies. The material in this volume is chosen for its musical interest and its technical
value. There are a number of duets which are to be played by either two pupils or with
the class divided into two groups. The material in this book is realistically graded so that
only a minimum of explanatory material is required. Suggestions for work by rote are
presented throughout the book. Published for violin, viola, cello, bass, piano
accompaniment, teacher's manual.
Serial Shifting for the Violin presents shifting exercises in rows and patterns. The first
part of the book consists of studies in first through third positions, while the second part
of the book works on shifting through fourth position, and the book concludes with
exercises through fifth position. This book could be studied along with Classical Syncs
for Two Violins, a duet book around the same level.
Position Pieces for Cello is designed to give students a logical and fun way to learn
their way around the fingerboard. Each hand position is introduced with exercises
called "Target Practice," "Geography Quiz," and "Names and Numbers." Following
these exercises are tuneful cello duets which have been specifically composed to
require students to play in that hand position. In this way, students gain a thorough
knowledge of how to find the hand positions, and once there, which notes are possible
to play. Using these pieces (with names like "I Was a Teenage Monster," "The Irish
Tenor," and "I've Got the Blues, Baby"), position study on the cello has never been so
much fun!
(Instructional). Ready to take your violin playing to the next level? This book presents
valuable how-to insight that violinists of all levels can benefit from, spanning classical to
rock music, and everything in between. The text, photos, music, diagrams, and
accompanying audio provide a terrific, easy-to-use resource for a variety of topics,
including: bowing techniques, non-classical playing, electric violins, accessories, gig
tips, practicing, recording, and much more!
The author's stated purpose in writing The Art of Cello Playing is to present a
progressive sequence of commentary and material as a basis for acquiring a sound
technical foundation and basic playing competence to prepare the player for exploring
the rich solo, orchestral, and chamber music literature of the instrument. To that end he
has produced a comprehensive textbook and reference manual on beginning to
advanced cello technique with emphasis on the vital beginning foundation. Louis Potter
Jr., is particularly well qualified to make this contribution from his wide experience in
teaching both classes and individuals at Michigan State University and at National
Music Camp, Interlochen, Michigan.
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Cello scales and variations in first position.
(String Method). Introducing the Positions , a series widely used in classroom and
private studio, represents a critical "next step" for string students. Position playing
allows players to extend range beyond the basics and move into the ranks of
intermediate and advanced ensemble groups. The most important positions vary for
each instrument, and Whistler wisely introduces the most-used positions first in Volume
1, followed by the next most important in Volume 2. An irreplaceable component for
every string student's training!

Position Pieces for Cello is designed to give students a logical and fun way to
learn their way around the fingerboard. Each hand position is introduced with
exercises called "Target Practice," "Geography Quiz," and "Names and
Numbers." Following these exercises are tuneful cello duets which have been
specifically composed to require students to play in that hand position. In this
way, students gain a thorough knowledge of how to find the hand positions and,
once there, which notes are possible to play. Using these pieces (with names like
"I Was a Teenage Monster," "The Irish Tenor," and "I've Got the Blues, Baby"),
position study on the cello has never been so much fun!
These exercises have been written for the specific purpose of introducing cello
students to the thumb position at the earliest practicable stage in their
development. The material in this introductory volume retains the thumb on the
octave harmonic. The supplementary material in Part II provides examples of
musical value which may be interspersed with the materials of Part I.
This book from Rick Mooney features easy classical music as well as folk songs,
fiddle tunes and Mooney originals composed to address specific technical points.
A second cello part throughout promotes a student's ability to hear and play
accurately.
This book introduces music education majors to basic instrumental pedagogy for
the instruments and ensembles most commonly found in the elementary and
secondary curricula. This text focuses on the core competencies required for
teacher certification in instrumental music. The first section of the book focuses
on essential issues for a successful instrumental program: objectives,
assessment and evaluation, motivation, administrative tasks, and recruiting and
scheduling (including block scheduling). The second section devotes a chapter to
each wind instrument plus percussion and strings, and includes troubleshooting
checklists for each instrument. The third section focuses on rehearsal techniques
from the first day through high school.
Teaching Strings in Today’s Classroom: A Guide for Group Instruction assists
music education students, in-service teachers, and performers to realize their
goals of becoming effective string educators. It introduces readers to the school
orchestra environment, presents the foundational concepts needed to teach
strings, and provides opportunities for the reader to apply this information. The
author describes how becoming an effective string teacher requires three things
of equal importance: content knowledge, performance skills, and opportunities to
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apply the content knowledge and performance skills in a teaching situation. In
two parts, the text addresses the unique context that is teaching strings, a
practice with its own objectives and related teaching strategies. Part I
(Foundations of Teaching and Learning String Instruments) first presents an
overview of the string teaching environment, encouraging the reader to consider
how context impacts teaching, followed by practical discussions of instrument
sizing and position, chapters on the development of each hand, and instruction
for best practices concerning tone production, articulation, and bowing
guidelines. Part II (Understanding Fingerings) provides clear guidance for
understanding basic finger patterns, positions, and the creation of logical
fingerings. String fingerings are abstract and thus difficult to negotiate without
years of playing experience—these chapters (and their corresponding interactive
online tutorials) distill the content knowledge required to understand string
fingerings in a way that non-string players can understand and use. Teaching
Strings in Today’s Classroom contains pedagogical information, performance
activities, and an online virtual teaching environment with twelve interactive
tutorials, three for each of the four string instruments.
(String). A fresh take on a time-honored classic, this edition of Wohlfahrt's Op. 45
Studies for Violin (Book I) features newly composed violin teacher
accompaniments. Make technical study a fun and collaborative experience.
Includes a preface on how to incorporate the studies into instruction and practice,
and a chart that categorizes the studies into right and left hand technical issues.
As with the other books in his ...for Cello series, Rick Mooney has made the
learning of a specific technique easier and more enjoyable than ever before.
Book 2 continues where Book 1 left off and includes classical music, folk tunes,
and original pieces by Rick Mooney such as "Around the Gypsy Campfire,"
"Harry the Hirsute Housefly," "Petite Partita" and much more. As in Book 1, all of
the pieces have been arranged as duets, with a second cello part for the teacher
(or other students in a group class) to play.
Teach violin with the popular Suzuki Violin School. Revised edition features: New
engravings in a 9" x 12" format New editing of pieces, including bowings and
fingerings 16 additional pages Additional exercises, some from Dr. Suzuki, plus
additional insight and suggestions for teachers Glossary of terms in English,
French, German and Spanish Musical notation guide Fingerboard position. Titles:
Study Points * Tonalization * Vibrato Exercises * Gavotte (P. Martini) * Minuet (J.
S. Bach) * Gavotte in G Minor (J. S. Bach) * Humoresque (A. Dvor?k) * Gavotte
(J. Becker) * Gavotte in D Major (J. S. Bach) * Bourr?e (J. S. Bach) This title is
available in SmartMusic.
This excellent scale book for beginning and intermediate violinists covers all keys
up to three sharps/flats and their relative minors. Exercises are made interesting
(and effective) with the use of numerous formats, including: *Slurred, staccato,
detached and detache bowings *Rhythmic exercises in all time signatures for
both scales and arpeggios *Long tone scales for tone study *Scales in broken
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thirds and broken sixths Also includes a full page each of daily scale exercises
and chromatic exercises.
Includes music.
The Doflein Method. The Violinist's Progress. Volume I: The higher positions (4th
to 10th positions) A course of violin instruction combined with musical theory and
practice in duet-playing.
This handbook combines all the most important technical aspects of learning
violin positions, from second to seventh, as well as connecting them through
position shifting - all in one place: preparatory exercises, fingering exercises,
scales (one and two-octave), exercises for all six types of shifts, finger charts.
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